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RISK MANAGEMENT 

Each day, I marvel at the unwavering 
professionalism and pride displayed by the men 
and women of Air Combat Command. Whether 
enduring long deployments in harsh environments , 
or working extended hours guarding our installations, 
our airmen consistently exceed my expectations . But 
there are many challenges ahead as we continue the 
fight in the war against terrorism. 

The profession of arms can be dangerous, but 
Operational _Risk Management (ORM) practices can 
enhance our awareness of the risks we face and , in 
turn , keep us safe . Many ORM techniques are 
nothing more than common sense. Other ORM 
practices take solid analysis to identify the risks 
involved. In either case , we must constantly ask 
ourselves if the risks are worth the rewards , if we 
have mitigated the risks as much as possible , and if 
we have the authority to accept those risks . There is 
no mission - in peacetime or in combat- that 
warrants taking unnecessary risks. This year I ask 
each of you to further develop your risk management 
strategy to get the maximum out of the sound and 
effective application of ORM principles. 

Let 's start 2004 off right. Know the risks you are 
accepting and be prepared to call "knock-it-off " if 
warranted. Train hard. 
Fight hard. Fly safe. 
Celebrate smart. 

General Hal M. Hornburg, 
Air Combat Command, Commander 
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S ituational awareness , also 
known as SA, has become 
a common term among 
many specialties. There 

are many ways to explain this 
somewhat nebulous term , but 
in a nutshell it is "keeping in the 
game," knowing what is going 
on around you . SA is the abil
ity to picture oneself in relation 
to what might happen , what 
has happened and what is hap
pening no matter how it is de
fined. Yogi Berra may have 
said it best , "You can observe 
a lot by just watching ." Having 
SA requires you to have an ac
curate perception of what is 
going on , deciding what threats 

are looming, and then forecast 
your actions to appropriately 
defend against the threat. 

Why is maintaining SA im
portant? Because loss of it is 
the leading cause of accidents 
associated with human error, 
and it 's NOT just an "aircrew 
problem." No matter what job 
you have - aircrew, security 
forces , maintainers , medical 
personnel , or services - you 
need to maintain SA. Don 't 
believe that SA even applies to 
office workers? How many 

times have you seen important 
paperwork that has errors? It 
is likely a result of getting dis
tracted , task saturated , and/or 
being complacent. These are 
all contributors to losing one's 
SA. If we can increase indi
vidual and team SA, we will im
prove our effectiveness and 
may reduce the number of ac
cidents and incidents caused by 
the "human factor." 

SA is at the core of our 
ability to make accurate deci
sions and then perform the ap
propriate action. Anything that 
takes your attention away from 
the task at hand will reduce your 
level of understanding of what 

is going on around you. Atten
tion management anomalies , 
such as channelized attention , 
complacency, distraction , task 
saturation , inattention , habitu
ation , and temporal distort ion , 
all negatively impact situ
ational awareness . Obvi
ously, this can be hazardous 
to your mission effectiveness , 
(even your health) whether 
you ' re in the cockpit , in your 
car, looking at a radarscope , 
or entering data into a 
computer. 
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How do you know if you 
have SA or have lost it? There 
are some signs that may high
light a lapse in your SA. For air
crew: Have you ever forgotten 
your helmet or G-suit before go
ing out to the aircraft? Moot 
point if you 're a KC-135 pilot (I 
hope). Have you missed impor
tant information during a brief 
or ATC clearance? For ground
based personnel : Have you 
ever locked your keys in your 
car because you allowed some
thing to distract you? Have you 
been jolted back to reality by 
your supervisor as you thought 
about your plans for the week
end? These are some ex-

amples of common indicators 
for lost SA. Missing communi
cations , violating standard op
erating procedures , miss ing 
your intended "target ," confu
sion , fixation , not following 
checklists , and using proce
dures that were not planned 
or briefed are all signs that 
you may have lost the "big 
picture ." And finally, if you get 
the classic gut feeling or the 
hairs on your neck stand on 
end - you 've probably lost 
SA. 



Now, how can you "stay 
in the game" and maintain SA? 
Good question . Prevention is 
always the best cure to a prob
lem. Honestly assessing your 
physical and mental condition 
is an important step. Did you 
get enough sleep? Are you 
eating a well balanced diet? 
Are things taken care of at 
home? Experience and care
ful preparation are also key 
factors . When was the last 
time you accomplished this 
particular task? Did you really 
complete the required training 
or "pencil whip " it? 

You are responsible for 
your proficiency and knowledge 

level. Take it seriously. It is also 
useful to enhance your working 
memory by rehearsing possible 
events . Anticipate problem ar
eas and your reaction to them 
to reduce any surprises . When 
changing shifts or transferring a 
task to someone , ensure he or 
she has the "big picture" by 
briefing him or her thoroughly 
before they take over. Have a 
task management plan in place 
-know what you 'll do when the 
workload gets hectic . And fi
nally, use all available re-

sources, also known as CRM . 
Yes, you heard it right , Crew 
Resource Management. It 's 
not just for heavies (or even 
aircrew) anymore . Effective 
CRM is extremely important 
to ensure you and your team 
maintain SA. 

You 've done everything 
humanly possible to maintain 
SA, but ... you lose it because 
you ' re human . What now? 
Once you recognize loss of 
SA in yourself (or more likely 
someone else notices it in 
you) , get back to the basics 
by reprioritizing tasks. You 've 
probably heard "aviate , navi
gate , and communicate" from 

the aviation world . Same rules 
apply to every setting -focus 
on the right priorities. Don 't let 
yourself stay distracted or di
vert your attention to some
thing that is less important. 

Finally, if you feel you are 
losing it , fess up and use the 
resources you have available 
(other members in your flight , 
team, etc. , instruments or other 
tools of the trade) to put your 
head back in the game. As the 
wise sage Yogi Berra said , "90 
percent of the game is half 
mental," and we need all the 
help we can get. 
Now, let's be safe 
out there . ..,. 

"Clues" to .lost 
This list isn't perfect or all-inclusive, but it pro

vides some common indicators that someone is about 
to lose (or has already lost) situational awareness. 

Being "Behind The Power Curve" 

Breakdown in communications 

Fixation 

Missed steps on checklist 

Making simple errors 

Complacency 

Confusion 

Once you recognize loss of SA, do everything in 
your power to get it back! 
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I 
've been Chief of Flight Safety 
at two very different Air Force 
bases. One, Moody AFB, lo
cated in southern Georgia, is sur
rounded by tall pines and dense 

swamps. The other, Luke AFB, lo-
cated in south-central Arizona, is 
surrounded by desert landscapes 
and expanding urban develop
ment. At the time, Moody AFB had 
a modest flying schedule and 
housed five flying squadrons with 
four completely different airframes. 
Luke AFB housed nine flying 
squadrons with only one airframe 
but had an incredibly robust sched
ule. Civil traffic around the Moody 

a r e a 
was ex
tremely light; however, civil traffic 
around the Luke area was some 
of the busiest in the country. 

Comparing the two areas, 
one might conclude that Moody 
would require a smaller Midair Col
lision Avoidance (MACA) program, 
whereas Luke would require much 
more. This may very well be true, 
but Moody experienced a mid-air 
shortly after I left my year-long ten
ure at wing safety, and Luke has 
not had a midair in over a decade. 
Does that mean Moody actually 
has a more dangerous flying area 
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when it comes to MACA? The fact 
is every wing has "high threat" ar
eas requiring specific attention 
when managing a MACA program. 

AFI91-202 discusses the en
tire MACA program in less than one 
page. It essentially covers every
thing with comments like, "Evalu
ate the midair collision potential 
with civil airlines and work with op
erators of nearby airfields to reduce 
risk and minimize the hazards," 
and, "Tailor the MACA program to 
meet local needs." These com
ments are great in the sense that 
every wing now has the freedom 
to make their program take a vari
ety of forms. What isn't covered 
is, "How do wings evaluate midair 
collision potential with civil air
lines?" 

Depending upon your situa
tion , there may be a lot of issues 
not addressed by AFI 91-202 re
quiring a great deal of attention to 
make a MACA program fully effec
tive. One of these is the concept 
of the MACA Working Group. AFI 
91-202 does not define or specify 
the need for a MACA Working 

Group. It does state, "The Flight 
Safety Officer (FSO) works closely 
with . .. other interested parties 
such as the Chief Air Traffic Con
trol Operations Officer (CATCO), 
the Airfield Operations Flight Com
mander (AOF/CC), the airspace 
manager, and the local Flight Stan
dards District Officer (FSDO), toes
tablish a comprehensive MACA 
program. " My first thought when 
reading this was that if all these agen
cies got together to talk about MACA 
we would have a MACA Working 
Group. But it isn't that simple. 



When I took over the flight 
safety office, I thought about set
ting up a group with various indi
viduals to discuss MACA issues. I 
used the concept of the BASH 
Steering Group or Bird Hazard 
Working Group as my idea for de
veloping the group. I invited the 
same "players" with the thought that 
everyone with an interest in trying 
to keep aircraft from flying into birds 
would also be interested in trying 
to keep aircraft from flying into other 
aircraft. The group gathered to dis
cuss Operational Risk Manage
ment midair collision avoidance and 
decide how to best deal with vari
ous situations on base. 

After a couple of these meet
ings I realized that Standardization/ 
Evaluation Review Boards, Airfield 
Operations Boards, and Supervisor 
of Flying meetings all covered as
pects dealing with MACA. But all 
of these groups , including the 
MACA Working Group I had formed 
separately, only covered small 
pieces of the puzzle. It was great 
for addressing various concerns 
with respect to inter-flight 

deconfliction and deconfliction be
tween various military flights arriv
ing and departing Luke AFB. Of 
more concern to me was how to 
deal with the large number of com
plaints I was getting concerning 
near midairs with civil aircraft. 

Luke AFB sits on the west 
side of Phoenix, the sixth largest city 
in the United States. Due to the 
large population and extremely 
good weather year round , airspace 
is saturated with aircraft. Sky Har
bor, the main commercial airport in 
Phoenix, is the nation's fifth busi-

est airport for takeoffs and landings. 
Deer Valley Airport, located on the 
north side of Phoenix, is the 
nation's 3rd busiest general avia
tion airport and 46th busiest over
all- busier than Chicago-Midway. 
These are the busiest airfields in 
Phoenix, but there are five other air
ports and a glider port area sur
rounding Phoenix. Two of the air
ports are within 10 miles of Luke 
AFB and the glider port is less than 
20 miles away. 

In addition , the main route 
civil aircraft take departing 
Phoenix to the west is through 
Luke's VFR straight-in pattern , 
not just close to it , but right 
through the middle . All these 
factors make for a very challeng
ing MACA program . It did not 
take long for me to understand 
that the on-base working groups 
acting alone were not going to 
solve these challenges . 

I discovered the best place 
to start was with the FSDO. The 
FSDO is very involved with vari
ous aspects of the Phoenix avia
tion picture. As a result of a de-

sire to gather information with , 
as well as , give information to 
the civilian aviation population , 
we were invited to be members 
of the Arizona Aviation Safety 
Advisory Group. This group 
meets once a month with repre
sentatives from several aviation 
associations to discuss flying 
safety trends among other is
sues . 

The Federal Aviation Ad
ministration (FAA) office then 
sponsored another group called 
the Arizona Flight Training Work 

group (AFTW) to discuss vari
ous flying challenges in the 
Phoenix area to include Fixed 
Base Operator operations, air
space issues , and controller 
challenges . This is another 
great working group providing 
a conduit for communication 
between Luke AFB military op
erations and the civil sector. 

During these and other 
meetings , Luke safety person
nel developed an awareness of 
various airspace issues that 
could not be answered by 
members of the AFTW who 
dealt with airspace. We soon 
learned there was yet another 
work group called the Phoenix 
Airspace User's Work group. 
This group provided a forum for 
airspace discussions- exactly 
one of the things we were look
ing for. 

The lesson learned from 
this entire process was that ful
filling a requirement to have a 
working group may not even 
touch the issues . Our MACA 
program involves four formal 

working 
groups, several 
informal work
ing groups, an 
average of five 
meetings/brief
ings with civil
ian organiza-
tions each 
month , and 
even then is

sues exist that can 't be re
solved in those forums. 

The key is to get out there 
and get involved with local air
ports , pilot organizations, flight 
schools, FAA offices, and civil
ian aviation safety programs . 
You won't solve all your MACA 
challenges with your on-base 
MACA Working Group and a few 
phone calls and e-mails to the 
local FAA office. You have to get 
involved in your community. It 
takes a little effort, but isn 't sav
ing a human life worth it? ~ 
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I t's winter, and the "silent 
killer" is on the loose again. 
Its favorite prey is motorists, 
but it also has been known 

to attack people in their homes. 
Unsuspecting campers are fair 
game too, like the three Air 
Force members who died in 
April1996 after falling asleep in 
their sealed tent with a small 
propane heater burning. Their 
killer, carbon monoxide (CO) 
poisoning, was never seen, 
heard, or smelled. The three 
men simply fell asleep and 
never awoke. All three deaths 
could have been prevented if 
the individuals understood the 
nature of CO. 

The gas is difficult to de
tect and the symptoms of CO 
poisoning are easily confused 
with other minor illnesses. First 
of all CO is odorless, colorless, 
and tasteless. It suffocates the 
victim by displacing oxygen in 
the blood, and it only takes a 
very small amount of CO in the 
air to threaten your life. In fact, 
air containing one percent CO 
can kill an individual within 5 
minutes. The symptoms of CO 
poisoning include headache, 
nausea, or dizziness. Because 
you can't see, smell, or taste the 
gas and the symptoms of poi
soning are easily attributed to 
other illnesses, often the person 
in danger is unaware of the haz
ard. They simply become 
drowsy and fall asleep- per
manently! 

Not only is the gas difficult 
to detect, it's easily produced. 
This lethal gas is the by-prod
uct of carbon-based fuel com
bustion. To the average person 
this means fuel-burning fur
naces, ovens, water heaters, 
clothes dryers, refrigerators, or 
even fire places are potential 
threats. So, with the gas so 

commonplace, how can we 
protect ourselves from CO poi
soning? 

First, furnaces and other 
gas powered appliances must 
be properly ventilated. Sec
ond, don't use a gas oven as a 
heater. Modern gas ovens are 
designed to heat a small com
partment, and therefore, they 
don't have a stove pipe to ex
haust CO. If the oven is used 
improperly as a spare heater 
and the door left open for long 
periods of time, much more fuel 
is burned than the manufac
turer intended. Enough CO 
may build up to produce a 
headache - or worse! Install
ing a carbon monoxide detec
tor on each level of your home 
can alert you to dangerous CO 
buildup. 

Another way to protect 
yourself from CO poisoning is 
to never bring a catalytic heater, 
hibachi, charcoal grill, or gas 
lantern into a home, camper, 
vehicle, or tent. People die ev
ery year because they use hi
bachis or charcoal grills inside 
as makeshift heaters. These 
appliances require a great deal 
of ventilation for safe operation, 
and the danger of using them 
indoors far exceeds the ben
efits of the warmth they provide. 

In addition to protecting 
ourselves from CO poisoning in 
our homes , we need to be 
aware of the CO poisoning haz
ard in our automobiles. Nor
mally CO flows from the engine 
through the tailpipe to the rear 
of the car where it is dispersed 
into the atmosphere. However, 
if the exhaust system is rusted 
through, fatal concentrations of 
CO can escape into the pas
senger compartment. Addition
ally, tailpipe cracks and holes 
behind the muffler present a 
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CO hazard. But, the greatest po
tential for CO poisoning in auto
mobiles occurs when an indi
vidual is stranded. Consider the 
following: CO can enter a car 
through the heater and through 
cracks around windows or doors. 
If there is a wind or breeze blow
ing the exhaust gases from the 
vehicle's tailpipe back towards 
the front of the vehicle , an enve
lope of CO forms around the sta
tionary vehicle. It's even more 
likely if the vehicle is snowbound. 
While most people associate CO 
poisoning with auto heaters and 
cold weather, the gases can build 
up in warm weather when using 
an air conditioner. 

Taking a few precautions in 
your vehicle can minimize your 
danger of CO poisoning: 

• Periodically check and 
repair the exhaust 
system. 

• If stranded, run the engine 
intermittently (15 minutes 
of each hour). 

• Ensure the tailpipe is free 
of obstruction. This may 
mean having to check 
periodically if it is snowing. 

• Make sure the wind is 
blowing exhaust away from 
the vehicle. If not, don't ru11 
the engine. , • •, ...... . . 
Knowing the symptoms of 

CO poisoning and first aid proce
dures are important, but being alert 
to situations that can lead to CO 
poisoning and taking all available 
precautions is even more impor
tant. Finally, the key defense 
against CO poisoning is adequate 
ventilation whether in the home, 
automobile, workplace, or tent. 

Editor's note: The Air Force 
Safety Center contributed to this article. 
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E
ver heard the old supersti-
tion that breaking a mirror
will get you 7 years' bad
luck? Well, superstitions

are only in the mind; however, a
.22 slug zipping through a bed-
room mirror is a reality. And for
a mistake like that, 7 years' bad
luck could be a "light" sentence.

I sat on the bed in the mas-
ter bedroom of my family quar-
ters at Fort Rucker, Ala., and
pulled my Ruger Standard
Model .22 caliber semiauto-
matic pistol from its case. I had
fired the Ruger earlier that week
and hadn't yet cleaned it. In the
back of my mind I could almost
hear my granddad (who taught
me to shoot) saying, "Clean it
the day you shoot it!"

I dropped the magazine
out of the grip and checked to
see if there were any rounds in
it. It was empty so I assumed
that the Ruger was unloaded. I

could have pulled the slide back
to check the chamber, but that
would have cocked the pistol
and forced me to dry fire it to
relieve mainspring tension. Be-
cause dry firing a .22,
granddad had warned, could
damage the chamber, I nor-
mally only dry fired the Ruger
when I finished shooting for
the day.

By Bob Van Elsberg, Fort Rucker, Ala.

As I sat on the edge of
the bed, I wondered if I had
remembered to dry fire the
Ruger at the end of my last
range session. Since you
couldn't tell if the Ruger was
cocked by simply looking at it,
the easiest way to tell was to
gently pull the trigger back and
see if it moved freely or stiff-
ened suddenly. If the trigger
moved freely, the pistol was
uncocked. If the trigger stiff-
ened suddenly, that was a sure
sign I'd inadvertently left the
pistol cocked.

I pulled back on the
Ruger's trigger about a quar-
ter of an inch when it stiffened.
Because I had already
checked the magazine and
found it empty, I assumed the
chamber was also empty.
Since I couldn't take the pistol
apart for cleaning with it still
cocked, I pulled the trigger all
the way back.

"Blam!" The Ruger went
off, sending a round through the
bedroom mirror. My wife ran
into the bedroom to see what
had happened. As I sat there
shaking, I imagined with horror
what would have happened had
she been in the bullet's path.

When I thought about it
later, I couldn't believe that I
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made such a potentially deadly
mistake. After all, I had been
raised around guns. Granddad
taught me to shoot a handgun
with his High-Standard "Sport
King"- a .22 pistol very similar
to the Ruger. He also taught me
to treat every gun as if it was
loaded. And it wasn't just his
voice I was hearing in the back
of my head. I was an Army ser-
geant. How many times had I
qualified with my M-16 and
made sure the chamber was
empty before leaving the firing
line? Unfortunately, this time I
thought I knew better while han-
dling my own weapon. I found
out the hard way that I didn't.

Now I live and
breathe that well-
founded axiom,
"There is no
such thing
as an un-
loaded
gun.

Whether the firearm is a single
shot, pump, bolt action, lever ac-
tion, semiautomatic, or revolver, I
ALWAYS check the chamber.
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"Elam!"
The Ruger went off, sending a

round through our bedroom mirror.
And although it

might sound odd, I

check the chamber more
than once on some firearms.
I've owned lever action rifles
where a cartridge would oc-
casionally jam in the tubular
magazine, only to jar loose
later and slide into position
for chambering.

There is a simple moral
to this story - never handle
a firearm without checking its
chamber to make sure it is
empty. I was lucky that I

didn't hit anything more pre-
cious to me than the bedroom
mirror - and even that didn't
cost me 7 years' bad luck.
However, don't count on good

luck to keep you safe around a
weapon. Don't assume your pri-
vately owned weapon is unloaded
and don't take the word of a friend
who hands you a firearm. Acci-
dents can happen. Don't let 7
years of bad luck - or worse -
happen to you!

Editor's note: Courtesy Counter-
measures Magazine
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irplane Co. Power Plant: Eight Pratt & Whitney engines TF33-P-3/103 turbofan Thrust: Each engine up to
es Wingspan: 185 feet Speed: 650 mph Weight: 185,000 pounds empty Ceiling: 50,000 feet
,800 miles Armament: Approximately 70,000 pounds mixed ordnance - bombs, mines, and missiles.

: nd Have Nap missiles.) Crew: Five (aircraft commander, pilot, radar navigator, navigator and electronic
$53.4 million (fiscal 98 constant dollars) Date Deployed: February 1955
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rew Chief Safe

n expeditor dispatched a four-person engine run crew
to an F-15E to perform a main fuel pump leak and

operational check following a pump reduction gearbox seal
replacement. SSgt Filbert reviewed the aircraft mainte-
nance records, conducted a safety brief with his three-
person ground crew, and prepared the aircraft for dual
engine operation. He engaged the jet fuel starter (JFS)
and started the right engine without incident. However,
during the start sequence of the left engine, it immediately

Wea ons Safety

Sgts Cisneros and Foster were working as the 2 MUNS "Red
Ball" flight line maintenance team for a Nuclear Operational

Readiness Exercise (NORE) BUSY MUDBUG 03-07. Their task-
ing was to ensure weapons safety and serviceability during air-
craft loading, downloading, and transport to and from the flight
line. They had just properly positioned their vehicle on the main
aircraft generation ramp to observe preparations for a weapons
movement consisting of 10 vehicles, four Air Launched Cruise
Missile (ALCM) pylon packages, and two ALCM launcher pack-
ages back to the Weapons Storage Area (WSA). They observed
a B-52H on the ramp outside of the generation area with its en-
gines running. Both assumed an engine ground run was in

accelerated to full afterburner causing the aircraft to roll
up on the chocks. Responding precisely as trained, SSgt
Filbert stood on the aircraft brakes and initiated emergency
procedures. He chopped the left throttle to the off posi-
tion, actuated the left engine fire button, and turned the
left engine master switch off. He then cycled the JFS
switch, cycled the left engine master switch, and restarted
the JFS to motor the left engine, thereby ensuring a safe
fan turbine inlet temperature per the emergency proce-
dures. He then informed the tower of his ground emer-
gency and shut down both engines. Upon shutdown, a
small left engine tailpipe fire started which was quickly
extinguished. SSgt Filbert's outstanding instantaneous
response to this serious emergency prevented damage
to the $1.3 million engine and quite possibly fire damage
to a $44 million F-15E aircraft.

SSgt John C. Filbert, 4th Aircraft Maintenance Sqdn.,
4th Fighter Wing, Seymour Johnson AFB, North Carolina

progress. Minutes later, they noticed the aircraft depart chocks
west onto the apron, turn south, and proceed towards Taxiway
Bravo on the established weapons movement route to depart
the airfield on Runway 33. The weapons movement team re-
ceived authorization to proceed to the WSA via Taxiway Bravo
at approximately 1140 local time, just as the aircraft departed
chocks. Maintenance Operations Control Center (MOCC) an-
nounced on all radio frequencies that a weapons movement
had begun and all vehicles, including aircraft, were to hold their
current positions and not enter into the purged movement route.
SSgts Cisneros and Foster immediately contacted their MUNS
flight line expediters (AMMO 5) and notified them of the poten-
tially hazardous situation. AMMO 5 contacted Munitions Con-
trol and MOCC, who were both unaware of any aircraft
movement within the purged area. The aircraft continued onto
Taxiway Bravo before being directed to hold short and clear of
the weapons movement route. The movement continued
around the aircraft and on to the WSA unabated. SSgts Cisneros
and Foster's vigilance averted a serious situation and potentially an
aircraft munitions mistake.

SSgt Jodi L. Cisneros, SSgt Jeremy C. Foster, 2nd Munitions Sqdn.,
2nd Bomb Wing, Barksdale AFB, Louisiana
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Pilot Safet

pon returning from an Operation NOBLE EAGLE sortie,
Capt Lance Wilkins maneuvered his F-15C aircraft into

position for a 7-mile final approach and was configuring his
aircraft for landing under the cover of darkness. After lower-
ing the landing gear handle, Capt Wilkins observed the light
in the gear handle was still illuminated, the gear warning horn
was sounding, and all three landing gear indicated unsafe.
Capt Wilkins contacted the Mountain Home AFB Tower and
requested a low approach and visual check of his landing
gear. Tower informed him that it appeared that the nose land-
ing gear was down but because of darkness and the three

Fli htline Safety

1C Bullock, Al C McKinney, SSgt Kennedy, and TSgt Regan
were assigned to an F-16 aircraft tasked to complete an opera-

tions checks for an augmentor fuel filter leak check which required
a high powered engine run on the trim pad. During the initial start
up and 5-minute wait at idle prior to advancing the throttle to higher
settings, there were no indications of a leak detected. The next part
of the leak check required the aircraft throttle to be advanced to the
intermediate position. At this setting there were also no leaks de-
tected. The aircraft throttle was advanced to the mid-augmentor
position. At this point the aircraft was in afterburner. The augmentor
fuel filter had a few drops of fuel starting to show. At this time Al C
McKinney and TSgt Regan began to inspect the area to pinpoint

external fuel tanks on his aircraft they could not confirm
the status of the main landing gear. Capt Wilkins then
contacted the operations desk for assistance and began
to perform the emergency procedures checklist. After
completion of the emergency gear extension checklist,
Capt Wilkins still had three unsafe gear indications. In a
final effort, the Operations Officer used night vision goggles
in an attempt to confirm the status of the landing gear. On
a low approach, the Operations Officer confirmed that
all the gear appeared to be down. With all checklists
completed, low on fuel and an unknown gear condition,
Capt Wilkins guided his aircraft, loaded with four live
missiles, 940 rounds of 20mm ammunition, and a full
load of flares through the night skies and into a flawless
approach and barrier engagement. Because of Capt
Wilkins' exceptional poise, outstanding situational aware-
ness, systems knowledge, and notable CRM skills, he
evaded a potentially dangerous situation and preserved
an Air Force asset.

Capt Lance Wilkins, 390th Fighter Sqdn.,
366th Fighter Wing, Mountain Home AFB, Idaho

the exact location of the leak on the filter. It was during this time
that the filter ruptured sending 20 to 30 gallons of JP-8 through-
out the engine bay area and all over the ground while the aircraft
was in burner. Al C McKinney and TSgt Regan recognized the
immediate potential for a major mishap and took action. Within
seconds, Al C McKinney alerted SSgt Kennedy, who was in the
aircraft, of the danger of the fuel leak. SSgt Kennedy accomplished
his emergency shutdown procedures and evacuated the aircraft.
Al C Bullock who was fire guard for the engine run recognized the
danger immediately and had the fire bottle in position and ready to
extinguish the area if needed. TSgt Regan recognized there was
still a potential for possible light off of the fuel that had flooded
the engine bay and hot exhaust area and quickly notified MOCC
of the incident and declared a ground emergency. All four per-
sonnel remained with the aircraft until relieved by the fire depart-
ment. The action of these four individuals reflects greatly on
their alertness and
training and averted
the potential loss of an
aircraft.

A1C Michael Bullock, AIC Jacob E. McKinney, SSgt James M. Kennedy,
TSgt Michael J. Regan, 20th Aircraft Maintenance Sqdn.,

20th Fighter Wing, Shaw AFB, South Carolina
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\Ground Safety
hile the 366th Fighter Wing was engaged in an Opera-

tional Readiness Exercise, a ground emergency was de-
clared for an F-16 aircraft with a massive fuel spill. An MJ-1
bomb loader had struck a 370 gallon external fuel tank during
weapons loading operations and opened a hole 18 inches long
and 6 inches wide in the nose of the fuel tank, allowing the fuel
to spill on the parking ramp. TSgt Hurst, SrA Hernandez, and
Al C Schoemann of the 366 CMS Fuel Systems Repair Section

responded to the scene to offer assistance. Upon arriving at the
scene, TSgt Hurst discovered that while several people were trying
to contain the spill, they did not have the necessary equipment to
prevent more fuel from being spilled onto the ramp and no one had
taken charge of the area to coordinate the cleanup yet. He then took
charge of the aircraft, evacuated all unnecessary personnel, and
donned his Personal Protective Equipment with Amn Hernandez and
Schoemann. After realizing that the fuel tank was suction defueling,
TSgt Hurst located a fuel bowser and called for an over-the-wing
defuel truck in an effort to prevent the spill from becoming larger. The
fast action of the members of the Fuel Shop resulted in only 110
gallons of spilled fuel being cleaned up before it could damage the
environment and pre-
vented a fire that could
have destroyed a valu-
able Air Force asset.

TSgt T. Alan Hurst, SrA Rubin Hernandez,
A1C Cari L. Schoemann, 3.66th Component

Maintenance Sqdn., 366th Fighter Wing, Mountain Home, Idaho

Wea ons Safety

MSgt David Bothwell took Operational Risk Management (ORM)
and put it into practical application. He led his 81 personnel as

they maintained the demanding 24-month periodic inspection sched-
ule, conducted their wartime tasking, supported the security forces in
capture/recapture exercise, support Special Assignment Airlift Mis-
sions. He ensured zero mishaps during the performance of 12 24-
month periodic inspections, 62 warhead limited life component
exchanges, 41 missile diagnostic tests, and flawlessly maintained
191 pieces of nuclear certified test and handling equipment. MSgt
Bothwell coordinated the required Permissive Action Link recode,
shipment preparation, and receipt/verification inspections of 50

warheads. The extensive coordination of on/off load of weap-
ons to/from the aircraft, delivery to/from the aircraft, and on/off
load of the seven trailers within the Weapon Storage Area was
noted as "Outstanding" by the aircrew. In preparation for the
October 2003 Nuclear Operational Readiness Inspection, he
was a main player in two aircraft generation exercises. GLO-
BAL GUARDIAN 02 was the last exercise to test our nuclear
war fighting capability more than 10 months prior with many
new people in key supervisory positions. The amount of muni-
tions moved to/from the flight line during the two exercises in
August and September 2003 was the most since before Septem-
ber 11, 2001 and went without error. He led his troops as they
generated over 100 weapons packages.
In an 8-day period, a combined total
road weight of over 20,880,000 lbs was
handled and transported. Because of
the sound ORM decisions made
throughout this period, zero safety inci-
dents, zero accidents, and zero loss of
equipment was experienced.

MSgt David A. Bothwell, 2nd Munitions Sqdn.,
2nd Bomb Wing, Barksdale AFB, Louisiana
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QUARTERLY AWARD WINNERS

Fli ht Safety
As the 27th Fighter Wing Chief of Flight Safety, Capt Matthew
Davis transformed a "satisfactory" program rating during the

previous HHQ inspection to "Best Seen to Date" during the recent
12 AF/Safety Staff Assistance Visit. He designed and implemented
a new flight safety inspection program and developed standards
and checklists for each of the various wing functionalities, ensur-
ing all aspects of the flight safety program are covered by the "ex-
cellent" spot inspection program. He completed an exceptional
re-write of the wing mishap response plan, redistributing numer-
ous responsibilities in accordance with the objective wing struc-
ture and brokering acceptance by the newly formed units. He
energized the Midair Collision Avoidance (MACA) program, high-
lighting Cannon flight operations to civilian pilots who fly in the
area. He personally visited local airports and briefed flyers on
ways to avoid conflict. His pilot-to-pilot talks and show of interest

Ground Safety

were very well received in the civilian flyer community. He pio-
neered a 27 FW Dedicated Crew Chief and Maintenance Orienta-
tion Flight Safety Training program. This "commendable" program
developed flight safety awareness within the maintenance com-
munity and led to better mishap reporting. His well thought out
mishap response kit design sets a new standard and received a
"Best Practice" designation from 12 AF. Capt Davis oversaw in-
vestigations of 10 reportable incidents this quarter, receiving acco-
lades for quality reports. Consolidating bird strike data from the last
8 years, he identified an increasingly negative trend during the sum-
mer months, which led to three separate commander-directed mea-
sures to reduce the threat. One action involved implementation of a
bird depredation program, previously not instituted at Cannon AFB.
He obtained the necessary permits, organized the depredation team,
and monitored the effort. To increase safety awareness throughout
the wing, he rejuvenated the safety awards program, submitting seven
maintenance and two operations person-
nel for 27 FW/CC Safety Salutes and for-
warded their actions to ACC for Awards
of Distinction and COMBAT EDGE publi-
cation. His flight safety program results
speak for themselves ... zero 27 FW Class
A or B flight mishaps for FY03!

Capt Matthew E. Davis, 27th Fighter Wing
Cannon AFB, New Mexico

mr. Peterson managed the "Outstanding Wing Ground Safety Pro-
gram in ACC" this summer. He implemented a flawless 101

Critical Days of Summer Campaign, meeting the wing goal of zero
fatalities for the summer months, and for the entire year. His weekly
multi-media safety briefings to each unit throughout the summer
brought into focus various hazards encountered throughout warm,
active summer months. He placed imaginative safety placards at
key intersections throughout the base, utilizing catchy safety slogans
to reinforce the importance of keeping personal risk management at
the forefront of summer activity. His "summer safety tips," shown on
the local access channel, highlighted summer safety throughout the
community as well as on base. A short-notice, pre-Labor Day safety
session focused the wing on personal risk management, DUI

prevention, and supervisor/peer involvement in risk avoidance prior
to the wing leaving on a long, 4-day weekend. He distributed "27 FW
Weekend Flight Plans" base-wide to assist supervisors with tracking
weekend activity. He developed and managed an ingenious agenda
for the ACC End-of-FY Safety Day, "We are all airmen 24/7." He

expanded the web-based "Cannon Cares" high-risk personnel pro-
gram, which helps commanders monitor off-duty activities, to include
safety briefings for high-risk activities like motorcycle and ATV riding.
He personally ensured that the 27 FW captured COMACC command
safety direction by recruiting the right mix of first term airmen and unit
commanders to attend command ground mishap VTCs. His extra
ground safety instruction and preparation for the ACC Logistics Stan-
dardization and Evaluation Team visit paid off as a "Best seen to date
in ACC;" rating clearly demonstrated Cannon's "Most Lethal" mainte-
nance capability. He coordinated a ground-breaking off-road vehicle
training program for all wing ATV and Dirt Bike riders. Within 3 days,
Mr. Peterson assessed the wing need, formulated the plan, and sched-
uled training. The plan was forwarded ACC-wide for maximum ef-
fect. September's 12 AF Safety Staff Assistance Visit lauded the
"Best safety program seen this year," but the true measure of his
efforts are reflected in the results ... Cannon had zero Class A or B
on-or off-duty ground mishaps during FY03!

Mr. Richard Peterson, 27th Fighter Wing
Cannon AFB, New Mexico
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' ' w illiam, something is 
wrong! There are three 
Air Force officers coming 
up the walk. " 

"Don't worry, Martha, 
I'm sure everything is OK." (Knock at 
the door.) 

"Mr. Jones?" 
"Yes, I'm William Jones, and this 

is my wife , Martha. Come in . Is some
thing wrong?" 

"Mr. and Mrs. Jones, I am Lt Col 
John Kresek, this is Doctor Smith and 
Chaplain Sanders." 

Mrs . Jones', voice trembling , 
cries out , "What is wrong with my 
baby? What's happened with my 
Joey?" 

"Can we all sit down please? I 
have some difficult news. On behalf 
of the Chief of Staff of the United 
States Air Force, I regret to inform you 
of the untimely death of your son , SSgt 
Joseph J. Jones. He died on August 
22 , 2003, near Nebraska City, Neb., 
as a result of injuries received in a mo
torcycle accident. " 

By Lt Col John Kresek Jr., Offutt AFB, Neb. 
Photo's by TSgt Ben Bloker, Langley AFB, Va . 

"No it can 't be! Not my Joey!" 
Although the names are fic

tional , this unfortunate script has re
grettably been spoken 81 times this 
year by Air Force commanders to 
husbands and wives , fathers and 
mothers, sons and daughters of rela
tives who were killed in accidents; 28 
times these members were Air Com
bat Command families , and closer to 
home, three families of Offutt person
nel have struggled with these tragic 
words. 

After only 2 weeks as the com
mander of the 55th Mission Support 
Squadron , I was reminded again how 
fragile life really is. Members of my 
staff assisted on the casualty notifi
cations of two new A 1 C maintainers 
from Sheppard AFB, Texas, bound 
for their first duty station at Ellsworth 
AFB, S.D. Despite the outstanding 
efforts of law enforcement officials, 
emergency workers and the medical 
staff, both members died in a traffic 
accident before they arrived at their 
first duty station . 

I was quite 
shaken by these 
events and pon
dered what I 
cou ld do to help 
my folks prepare 
their own effec
tive risk manage
ment program. I 
remembered the 
excellent safety 
briefing TSgt 
Darren Shorty, 
the Offutt Safety 
NCO, gave dur
ing my in-pro
cessing briefing 
on the concept of 
personal risk 
management. He 
had humorously 
covered the ac
tions required to 
"ACT" correctly 

and it stuck with me: Assess the situ
ation , Consider the options, and Take 
the appropriate action. " It 's not 

rocket science," Shorty reminded 
us, "But you do have to peri
odically run the checklist and 
make a conscious decision to 

do the right thing." 
Here are some timeless prin

ciples I use in my checklist and I hope 
you 'll use them too: 

1. Wear your seat belt ; it's the 
single most effective thing you can 
do to live through an accident. 

2. Never drink and drive , and 
when you see someone who is try
ing to- stop him or her. It's better to 
jeopardize a friendship than lose a 
life . If you need a ride , call a friend. 
Call Airmen Against Drunk Driving , 
call a first shirt or a commander. 
Make a good decision while it's not 
too late .. . just don 't let anyone drive 
drunk. By the way, if they are real 
friends , they'll thank you when they 
sober up . 

3. If you drive a motorcycle , 
make sure you do it responsibly and 
know the rules. Be licensed, have 
appropriate insurance, wear the ap
propriate gear, and take the neces
sary safety training. Most importantly, 
drive defensively. Almost half of the 
safety-related deaths this summer in
volved young airmen with less than 
6 months experience on motorcycles. 

4. Pay attention to conditions: 
What is the speed limit? What are the 
road conditions? What are the weather 
conditions? How tired am I? Based on 
this , should I drive? ACT ... Assess, 
Consider, Take appropriate actions. 

5. Check safety equipment/ 
plans: fire alarms, evacuation plans, 
go over rally point procedures, replace 
flashlight batteries and know where fire 
extinguishers are placed. As the say
ing goes, an ounce of prevention is 
worth a pound of cure. 

6. Lastly, let's all reaffirm our 
commitment to do the right thing. Have 
moral courage to correct unsafe acts 
you see. Practice good safety in the 
workplace and at home. The life you 
save could be your own. 

We can all be very proud 
of the outstanding contributions 
we 've made to the Global War on Ter
rorism. Each of us is an important cog 
in the ACC wheel of air power. The 
ACC commander has repeatedly 
said, "People are our most important 
priority." We all have a responsibility 
to promote safety practices that pro
tect our people . Every airman , NCO 
and officer must see himself or her
self as a critical link in an effective 
safety chain . In closing , one last 
thought: Safety, like service before 
self , is a 24/7 operation. Safety now? 
You bet . It's your job! Let's spare 
your loved ones from that terrible 
knock on the door. Jl> 
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Without warning, the engin 
all the way to full an 



By Maj Devon McCollough, Holloman AFB, N.M. 

l 
here I was, ready to give my 

all in a remote Middle Eastern 
ountry in support of Operation 
RAQI FREEDOM. Unfortunately 

(for numerous seat pads and arm
rests) , the sacrifice was almost 

made before we touched down at 
Base X. While on a contract civil air
line flight, our entire squadron very 
nearly became a grease spot short 
of the Base X runway ... in the desert 
... a long way from home. 

It all began with the standard 
deployment routine: packing bags, 
standing in lines, and getting our req
uisite immunizations. There was 
quite a bit of speculation as to what 
means of airlift we would endure as 
we traversed the globe en route to 
our base of operations. We openly 
hoped it wasn't the hellish and eter
nal pain of flying in a dark interior 
equipped with the sadistic devices 
known as troop seats. Even airline 

culating that the powers that be had 
actually procured transport for us via 
a major airline. This sol!nded way 
too good to be true - since when 
has traveling via the main body of a 
deployment ever been anything but 
a grueling test of human endurance? 
The departure time slowly crept 
nearer, and the airlift rumors were 
solidifying into reality. A wave of re
lief swept through the huddled 
masses when the main Body Officer 
In Charge (OIC) announced that, 
within the hour, we would, in fact, be 
boarding a contract Boeing 777 op
erated by a major U.S. airline. As 
we boarded the passenger buses 
lined up to take us to the jet, the an
ticipation of riding in high-class com
fort en route to the war buoyed 
everybody's spirits. 

In the chaos of stowing carry
on luggage, selecting seats, and set
tling in for the trip, everybody mar-

veled at the relative 

howled as the power went 
he jet abruptly pitched up. 

opulence of the 
cushy 777 with all of 
its high tech ameni
ties. This was actu
ally going to be a 
pleasant trip despite 

seats in this infamous "Tube 0 ' Pain" 
were not a very palatable thought. 

Eventually, as we sat in our 
collection rooms, like so much cattle 
in stock pens, the rumor began cir-

taking nearly 24 
hours. The takeoff 

was uneventful and we soon left the 
brown starkness of the desert behind. 
Life aboard this capsule of luxury 
consisted of surfing through the vari
ous movies available on the TV 

mounted on each seat, listening to 
music , or exploring the various 
other features of the 777. The 
flight crew was very friendly and 
allowed us the run of the entire air
craft; something quite out of the or
dinary on board a commercial air
line. We took full advantage of the 
freedom to visit the cockpit and talk 
flying with the pilots who were 
more than willing to show off their 
futuristic office. 

Not only were both pilots 
very experienced, but the Pilot in 
Charge (PIC) was also the airline's 
most senior 777 captain who was 
about to retire in a couple of 
months. With this kind of skill fly
ing us across the pond, we didn't 
have anything to worry about. 
Since the jump seat was open, the 
pilots allowed one of us to sit up 
front during each takeoff and land
ing - yet another bonus of th is 
flight which was rapidly exceeding 
all our expectations. 

After a couple of stops for re
fuel ing on the way, we finally were 
nearing our final destination . The 
mood was becoming more som
ber as the reality of having to leave 
the stylish high-class living we had 
been enjoying began to set in. 
Looking out the window into the 
darkness of the clear night, there 
were few lights to be seen, indica
tive of the desolation of the coun
try in which we were about to find 
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ourselves. Just before we began 
our final descent, the crew made an 
announcement directing that we 
close all our window shades and 
leave them down until after landing. 

Without warning , the en
gines howled as the power went 
all the way to full and the jet 
abruptly pitched up. Hmmm ... 
were we taking it around for some 

If something doesn't look right, it probably isn't. 

26 

We dutifully complied and the inte
rior became dark with the only light 
coming from the emergency light
ing system. This was beginning to 
sound serious . 

Totally blacked out , the jet 
continued its descent into the des
tination base and, in typical fash
ion, all the pilots in the back were 
following the approach mentally. 
Despite the low situational aware
ness one would associate with 
being sealed in a dark metal tube 
hurtling through space, we could 
definitely tell when the jet was 
lined up on the final approach by 
the distinct thumping of the land
ing gear extending into the slip
stream . In the initial stages , 
everything was normal as we 
seemed to stabilize on glidepath. 

reason? A few eyebrows were 
raised among the aviators when 
just as suddenly as the power was 
added , it was again pulled back 
and the nose lowered. Well , 
maybe it was just a LARGE cor
rection back to the glidepath -
"Surely, such a senior flight crew 
knows what they are doing. " 
Right? Continuing down final 
most of us had returned to lament
ing the impending finish to this 
heretofore enjoyable trip when ... 

What the?!? Another huge 
surge of the engines and the nose 
sharply rose . This HAD to be a 
go-around since it felt like we 
were really hanging on the fans 
at slow speed clawing for altitude. 
In the passenger section , con
cerned looks were being ex-
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changed and more than a few 
white knuckles had appeared . In 
a nearly identical re-enactment of 
the first correction , the aircraft 
again pitched down to apparently 
continue the approach with the en
gines spooling back. This time , no
body was going to be relaxing any 
time soon . A solemn hush had 
fallen across the crowd in the dimly 
lit cabin . 

For the THIRD time??! I!? We 
have to be low to the ground! Who, 
if anybody, is flying this thing?? 
Just as everybody's life finished 
flashing before their eyes , the jet 
began to level out as the wheels 
hit the runway with a sharp jolt. 
When there were no loud sounds 
of crumpling and tearing metal , we 
all gave a guarded sigh of relief . 
Now all we had to do was make it 
from the runway to the ramp alive . 

After the dramatic arrival , the 
taxi back and shutdown were to
tally uneventful. As people began 
unbuckling and standing up , the 
lucky (unlucky?) squadron member 
who was sitting in the jump seat 
emerged from the cockpit looking 
somewhat disheveled and shaking 
his head in amazement. Later, as 
we waited to in-process at our des
tination base, we got the rest of the 
story from this observer in the 
cockpit. 

It seems that our intrepid 
flight crew, in the process of set
ting up for the approach into our 
deployment base , mistakenly di
aled up the navaid frequencies for 
the international airport in the capi
tol city. They could not figure out 
why the instruments did not match 
with the vectors to final the radar 
controllers were giving . Our man 
in the cockpit , watching the initial 
stages of this clown act develop, 
saw the two experienced airline 
pilots puzzling over the disparity 
amongst navaid indications and 
the vectors they received . Amaz
ingly, he did not speak up and tell 
them they had everything set up for 
the wrong airfield because he 
didn 't think his voice should be on 
the cockpit voice recorder wh en 
the investigation board showed up. 



As a result of having the 
wrong setup , the flight crew could 
not fly the typical autopilot coupled 
approach on final , so , because they 
could see the runway lights in the 
black desolation of the desert , they 
decided to John Wayne it. Un
doubtedly, a hand-flown night ap
proach into a strange field in a for
eign country, using only the runway 
lighting for reference , was not 
something in which this 777 crew 
was particularly current. There was 
some discussion between the two 
pilots regarding the proper interpre
tation of the visual approach slope 
indicator lights. They apparently 
didn 't quite have it figured out. 
They did , however, recognize that 
the lights all going red is a bad 
thing . In fact , they recognized this 
three separate and distinct times , 
as evidenced by the dramatic ma
neuvering we experienced on final. 
According to our eyewitness , when 
the third major glidepath correction 
ended with the sharp impact of 
wheels on (maybe) brick one of the 
runway, the pilots exchanged wide
eyed looks of surprise . Evidently, 
the touchdown was a tad shorter 
than expected . 

There are three main lessons 
we can all learn from this incident. 

If something doesn ' t look 
right , it probably isn 't . We had a 
very experienced flight crew who , 
whether through unfamiliarity or 
lack of approach plate review, di
aled up the incorrect navaids. In
stead of taking the time to sort the 
situation out, they decided to shoot 
from the hip and fly down final 
manually, which is probably not 
done very often with an aircraft as 
highly automated as the 777. Add
ing to the problem , they did not 
have instruments backing up the 
minimal outside visual references . 
With the fatigue of the long flight 
across the ocean , this may not 
have been the smartest idea. Task 
prioritization is a Special Interest 
Item (SSI) we brief before every 
flight , but how often do we actually 
consider its practical application? 
Had this 777 crew prioritized solv
ing the navaid problem over getting 

the aircraft on the ground with little 
to no approach references , we 
may not have been put in the re
sulting precarious situation. 

Don't be afraid to speak up 
when a dangerous situation is de
veloping. The military pilot in the 
jump seat did not speak up be
cause , not being part of the crew, 
he didn 't feel it was his place to 
say anything . When your life is 
on the line, and you see a prob
lem developing, you need to voice 
your concern. In this case , some
thing as simple as identifying the 
correct navaids would have pre
cluded a situation which could 
have easily been disastrous . 
When we brief Training Rules 
(TR) , we talk about calling a 
"Knock-It-Off" if we see a danger-

any situation where we see 
something dangerous developing 
which does not meet the common 
sense test. 

In a war, getting shot is not the 
only danger. In the first Gulf War, 
there were more people hurt and 
killed during Desert Shield than dur
ing the actual hostilities. Here, we 
could have easily lost the majority 
of a fighter squadron en route to the 
Area of Responsibility through mi
nor inattention. When people get to 
a war zone, the tendency is to mini
mize the rules and regulations we 
normally observe during peacetime, 
but this is exactly the time when we 
need to be more conscious of the 
need to mitigate risks. When in a 
new operating environment, going 
back to the basics initially gives us 

Don't be afraid to speak up when a 
dangerous situation is developing. 

ous situation developing . In this 
case , had the observing pilot spo
ken up, most of the confusion and 
subsequent approach buffoonery 
could have easily been avoided. 
We also need to remember that 
"Knock-It-Off" is a call that does 
not just apply to flying , but also to 

the opportunity to concentrate on the 
different procedures and restrictions 
without the added task loading of an 
unusually complex mission. Just as 
we are all taught in pilot training , 
when all else fails: Aviate, Navigate, 
Communicate. .,_ 

Editor 's Note: Maj McCollough is an 

F-117A pilot attached to the 8th Fighter Squadron. 
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H 
ow many times have you no
ticed the warnings on the vi
sor of most new cars? I 
never paid much attention to 
them either, but fortunately 

at an early age , I learned to al-
ways buckle up anytime I was 
in a vehicle and have instilled 
this habit into the entire family. 

Several months ago on a 
typical Monday evening, my 
family packed up in our van for 

the shuttle back and forth be
tween music lessons and or
chestra practice . That night , 
there were two things out of the 

ordinary, my wife was driving so 
that I could work .on a briefing , 
and we weren 't traveling our 
normal route since we needed 
to pick up a replacement string 
for our oldest son 's cello . 

We had just dropped off 
our oldest son at his lesson and 
were on our way to the music 
shop. We were traveling north 
in a somewhat congested , small 
business and residential area. 

Traffic wasn't too bad for that 
time of day. The traffic lights 
were turning green well before 
we reached any intersections . 
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For some reason , I happened 
to look up from my laptop. 
There was a car coming from 
our left and running the red light. 
I tried to warn my wife , but it was 
already too late. The car hit on 
the driver's side of our van and 
pushed the rear end of the van 
around . Everything seemed to 
be going in slow motion after the 
initial impact. As we were be
ing turned around, the van be-

gan to tip over sideways. All we 
could do was hang on for the 
ride and wait for everything to 
come to a stop. 

User
Typewritten Text
we walked away by Maj James Chalkley, Langley AFB VA



While we were going 
over, I recall hearing two sepa
rate and distinct "thuds ." This 
seemed to make sense- one 
when we hit the side and the 
other when we landed on the 
top. We found out later that 
one "thud" we heard was the 
back end of the van hitting an
other car that was traveling 
south , right where the window 
rolls down into the door. The 
other was when the van 
flipped onto the roof , com
pletely missing the passenger 
side except for the very top of 
the doors . When the van fi
nally came to rest , we were 
upside down and facing east , 
meaning that we had been 
turned 270 degrees and 
flipped over. I still haven 't fig
ured out how we ended up the 
way we did . 

After everything came to 
a halt , I unbuckled and tried to 
get oriented . It 's a strange 
sensation getting spun around 
and turned upside down . My 
immediate concern was to get 
everyone out of the van be
cause there was a distinct 

smell of smoke . We figured 
out later the smell was from 
fluids leaking out onto the en
gine . Fortunately for us , some 

campus security officers were 
three cars away and let us know 
there wasn 't any fire . I unbuck
led my wife who checked on our 
3-year-old who was sitting im
mediately behind her. He had 
been asleep and was in shock 
from the accident. She was able 
to get him unbuckled. One of 
the officers, who had partially 
crawled in through one of the 
broken windows , helped her. 
While our toddler son was be
ing tended to , our other son , 
who was also sitting on the 
driver's side, unbuckled himself. 
All of us were able to crawl out 
of the shattered passenger side 
middle window. 

The injuries we sustained 
were minor for the most part , 
mainly sore muscles , an.d a few 
scratches from the seat belts 
and broken glass. The sever
est injury was to my wife who 
suffered a concussion and pos
sible spinal compression after 
the roof was crushed. 

The car that hit us, which 
was driven by an 18-year-old 
student, struck us square on the 
center door where our youngest 

son was sitting . The only injury 
he suffered was a small scrape 
on his lower jaw from the clasp 
on his booster seat. No one in 

either of the other vehicles was 
injured . Everyone 's injuries 
could have been a lot more se
vere , if not fatal , had we not 
been wearing our seat belts . I 
hate to think what would have 
happened to our youngest had 
he not been properly restrained 
in his booster seat with a five
point harness. Talking to the 
paramedics and the police, they 
said that there is no way any
one should have walked away 
from our van , but we did . 

Many people think , "It will 
never happen to me; I'm a 
good driver." The one thing 
that everyone must keep in 
mind is that "there are other 
drivers ." The best way to pro
tect yourself is to make abso
lutely certain that before any 
car is put into motion that 
everyone in that car is buck
led properly. Especially for 
those with young children , 
make the investment in a good 
car seat or booster seat and 
make sure it is installed and 
used properly. Not only will it 
potentially save their lives but 
also save you a lot of grieving 

Here are 
actual photos 
taken by 
Maj Chalkley 
after the accident, 
seat belts kept 
his family safe. 

if your worst nightmare should 
happen . Because we buckled 
up that night , we are able to 
say, " ... and we walked away." ~ 
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Mishap Statistics Scoreboard

AWFC

ANG
(ACC-gained)

AFRC

FY04 Ground As of Novemberr 30, 2003

8AF

9AF

12 AF

DRU's

Fatal Class A ('lass B

1 0

0 0

2 0

0 0

FY04 Weapons As of November 30, 2003

8AF

9AF

12 AF

AWFC

Legend

Aircraft Notes

Your involvement in flying safety has made
a difference in FY04 even with the A-10 Class A
during November. The good news is the pilot
safely ejected and will be around to be in all the
holiday festivities. With that in mind, allow me to
plagiarize a few aviation rules which should en-
able you to "check yourself before you wreck
yourself." There are three "Don't Run" in avia-
tion rules: 1) Don't run out of gas. 2) Don't run
into your flight mates or any other airborne ob-
jects, and, 3) Don't run into the ground or any-
thing attached to it. When stated so simply, these
rules sound easy. And the fact is, they are easy
when they are prioritized properly. They become
markedly more difficult when we get saturated or
complacent. Check yourself by prioritizing cor-
rectly to make sure you don't commit a "don't run"
error or wreck yourself. Fly Safe.

Ground Notes

ACC experienced two PMV4 mishaps dur-
ing Nov 03. In one mishap the individual failed
to stop at an intersection and struck a dirt em-
bankment. The other 4-wheel mishap occurred
when the operator lost control on a mountain road
and drove off a 150-foot drop on the mountain
side. Don't let your guard down, winter weather
is upon us.

Weapons Notes

This quarter there were three mishaps.
One was the result of mishandling crated muni-
tions resulting in 2,400 dollars in damage, (pre-
ventable), one sub-scale UAV mishap, and a sus-
pect lot of 7.62mm ammo. I want to challenge
everyone who handles, stores, and works with
explosives to take a look at your practices and
procedures and ask yourself where the next mis-
hap might occur!

Class A - Permanent Total Disability; Property Damage S1,000.000 or more
Class B - Permanent Partial Disability; Property Damage between $200,000 and $1,000,000
Class C - Lost Workday; Property Damage between 520.000 and 5200.000
* Non-rate Producing

Symbols for Mishap Aircraft

\ -10 13-1 F-16 f3-2 U-2 E

444
Q1,-1 1-111-60 1,-15 T-38
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